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Making meaning in the legacy of tissue donation for donor families

Each year in the United States, an estimated 1 million transplants of donated human tissues are performed and the surgical need for tissues continues to increase. Tissues donated include heart valves, skin, sclera, corneas, veins, bone, and connective tissue. Donation is not possible without the generosity of families who make a substituted judgment about tissue donation on behalf of a family member or provide medical and social information for individuals who have stated a wish to donate or joined a donor registry program. Although organ donation is a widely known and accepted therapy, tissue donation is less so. The public, donor families, and even professionals have less information about tissue donation than about organ donation and about how their processes are distinctly different.

Nancy S. Hogan, RN, PhD, Maggie Coolican, RN, MS, FT, Lee A. Schmidt, RN, PhD
Loyola University Chicago, Illinois (NSH, LAS), Musculoskeletal Transplant Foundation, East Hampton, Connecticut (MC)

Context—Individuals needing lifesaving (heart valves, skin grafts for repair of critical burn injuries) and life-enhancing (corneas, bone and tendon grafts, skin, and veins) tissue donations outnumber the tissues available for transplant.

Objective—To describe the grief family members experienced 6 months after donation and to learn how family decision makers gained meaning from the decision to donate a loved one’s tissues. This is phase 1 of a longitudinal study in which family decision makers will be surveyed again at 13 and 25 months after donation.

Design—Qualitative descriptive.

Participants—One hundred seven family decision makers whose family member died a traumatic sudden death and who authorized donating tissues for transplant.

Data Collection and Analysis—Data were written responses to the questions, “If you could ask or tell your dead family member something, what would it be?” and “What meaning does donating tissue to others have for you?” Data were analyzed by using content analysis procedures.

Results—Concepts derived from the first question represent the context of family members grieving the sudden death of a loved one. Concepts were (1) feeling empty, (2) missing and loving, (3) being grateful, and (4) having regrets. The concepts derived from the second question were (1) fulfilling their family member’s wish, (2) doing the right thing, (3) believing something good came from the death, (4) helping others, and (5) living on. Reasons for donating were based, in part, on honoring the legacy of their loved ones who had given of themselves to others in life and now continued to give to others after death.

Conclusion—The results of this study provide a basis for health professionals and donation staffs to better understand the context within which families grieve and give meaning to tissue donation. (Progress in Transplantation. 2013;23:180-187)
supporting and meeting their needs. Generally, they are provided donation information, in person by a professional with whom they have met and established a relationship. The family decision maker (FDM) has time to make a donation decision. Within hours or days of the organ recovery, the family is provided organ recipient information and may even be able to establish a relationship with the recipient(s). Some organ donors will also donate tissue.

The tissue donor family has a very different experience. The tissue donor may be the young adult on a motorcycle who dies on the side of the road, the child who drowns in the backyard pool, or the dad who is found dead at home. Often the tissue donor family may not see the family member alive, because of the suddenness of the death. The deceased may not be taken to a hospital but may first be seen by the family at the coroner/medical examiner’s office. The tissue recovery agency rarely provides in-person support to a family, and it is standard practice to offer donation information over the telephone. Tissues must be recovered within 12 to 24 hours after the death, so the family must make a donation decision quickly. Although the family may be notified about tissues recovered, it is several months and often close to a year before information about recipients is known and provided to the family. Communication between the tissue recipient and donor family is increasing but may not occur until years after the donation.

**Literature Review**

Potential donor family members may be influenced by health care professionals who are responsible for offering them information about donation and the authorization process. However, health professionals often feel conflicted about this role because they may believe that donation benefits the recipient but see no benefit for the donor family. They may have concerns that they will adversely affect the bereavement process by discussing donations with family members. Corr and Coolican suggest that professionals have important roles in donation and transplant and must be knowledgeable about bereavement, grief, and mourning to better assist FDMs in the process.

**Organ Donation**

Extensive research has been conducted in relation to organ procurement, the donation process, and the importance for health professionals to communicate effectively with family members. Siminoff et al. reported that authorization rates increased approximately 20% when donation coordinators completed specialized communication training that included effective techniques for initiating the request, gathering and giving information, eliciting donation beliefs, building relationships, and closing the donation discussion. In a study of pediatric organ donor families, many factors influenced donation decisions by parents: parents’ registration as organ donors, positive beliefs about donation, exposure to donation information, first mention of donation by a member of a child’s health care team, the donation coordinator’s sensitivity, time to make the decision, and family agreement about donation. Decoupling the death notification from the authorization process was also shown to increase the percentage of family members authorizing organ donation from a national average of 40% to approximately 70%.

Findings from a study of 22 Greek parents of 14 brain-dead children revealed that the factors that influenced parents’ decision to donate organs were (1) conditions of the organ request, (2) parents’ prior knowledge about transplant, (3) experience with organ donation, (4) personal factors such as parents’ perceived finality of the child’s death, and (5) interpersonal factors including the parents’ shared agreement to donate their child’s organs. Similarly, researchers found that the type and method of information sharing with donor families may be more important than realized when making donation decisions. Across these studies, the communication between health care professionals and donor families is a key predictor for whether family members authorize organ and tissue donation.

**Tissue Donation**

Fewer studies have addressed tissue donor families, their reasons for donating, and what factors may affect the decision. Siminoff et al. reported that FDMs who authorize tissue donation are affected by similar factors that influence authorization of organ donation. However, a significant difference included the importance of preparing families about the impending telephone call or first offering donation information in person rather than on the telephone. Grumbley and Pearson suggested that professionals have a legal and professional responsibility to ascertain donation wishes of the deceased and should incorporate tissue donation into their practice. The Emergency Nurse’s Association supports donation and suggests that emergency nurses should actively participate in tissue donation. Although they are in a position to have initial contact with families in crisis, they often have little time to establish relationships. One organ procurement organization initiated a training program for emergency nurses to increase timely referral and authorization rates. Although timely referrals increased, data for increased authorization were not available. However, in reviewing the program, the authors stated that families were receptive to discussing tissue donation in the emergency department.

Researchers have sought to identify factors that motivate family members to authorize tissue donation when a loved one dies, but few studies have addressed
how family members give meaning to donation when they have had time to reflect on their decision and are immersed in grief. Findings from studies of the reasons why family members are motivated to donate tissues indicate that they are likely to authorize donation if they have explicit verbal or written instructions from their deceased loved one or presume that the donor would have chosen to donate. Authorization is enhanced if the family members believe that through donation others are given a chance to live or another’s suffering and pain are relieved. An additional motivational factor is a belief among family members that by authorizing donation, part of the donor will live on through the recipient. The psychometrics of the Core Bereavement Items showed no significant association between bereavement processes at 6 months after consultation with donors’ family members on the Donor Family Council. Based on their experience, the council members concluded that data collection at 6 months was the appropriate time frame for the first data collection.

In conclusion, research findings on the meaning of authorizing tissue donation and effects on the bereavement processes at 6 months after loss have received little attention from researchers. A comprehensive study is needed that seeks to describe the meaning bereaved family members give to tissue donation and to place meaning within the context of family members grieving the sudden unexpected death of their loved one.

Method and Design

Data for this study were collected as part of a 5-year, longitudinal mixed-method study exploring the bereavement processes of adults who had donated a family member’s tissue(s) following his or her sudden death. Data for this report were collected at 6 months after loss. The data collection time period was selected after consultation with donors’ family members on the Donor Family Council. Based on their experience, the council members concluded that data collection at 6 months was the appropriate time frame for the first data collection.

Data for this study were collected from 2 open-ended questions. The first question was developed to capture the meaning of the comment frequently made by bereaved children and adults, “If I could just see him/her one more time.” This plea was rewritten as the research question, “If you could ask or tell your dead family member something, what would it be?” The second question was phrased to capture the meaning that FDMs gave to authorizing donation, “What is the meaning of donating your family member’s tissues?”

Upon receiving approval from the institutional review board, participants were recruited through the participation of the coordinator of donor family services at a large tissue bank. Potential participants were made aware of this study through a letter that is routinely sent to an identified family member who authorized tissue donation. Participants were informed that study participation involved completing the Hogan Grief Reaction Checklist to measure grief and structural modeling to test the theory findings showed 2 pathways. One theoretical pathway comprised parents who experienced grief and detachment followed by intrusive thoughts and feelings. Later in time, these parents gained the ability to avoid the constant intrusive preoccupation with grief. In the presence of effective social support, parents made meaning out of their suffering, which led them to experience personal growth as an outcome of their suffering. The variable of personal growth is characterized by participants’ perception that parents had become more compassionate, tolerant, and forgiving; and they were more caring of others. A second pathway showed some parents became mired in grief and detachment, and they did not show a pathway to personal growth.

Using the Hogan Grief Reaction Checklist to measure grief and structural modeling to test the theory findings showed 2 pathways. One theoretical pathway comprised parents who experienced grief and detachment followed by intrusive thoughts and feelings. Later in time, these parents gained the ability to avoid the constant intrusive preoccupation with grief. In the presence of effective social support, parents made meaning out of their suffering, which led them to experience personal growth as an outcome of their suffering. The variable of personal growth is characterized by participants’ perception that parents had become more compassionate, tolerant, and forgiving; and they were more caring of others. A second pathway showed some parents became mired in grief and detachment, and they did not show a pathway to personal growth.

In conclusion, research findings on the meaning of authorizing tissue donation and effects on the bereavement processes at 6 months after loss have received little attention from researchers. A comprehensive study is needed that seeks to describe the meaning bereaved family members give to tissue donation and to place meaning within the context of family members grieving the sudden unexpected death of their loved one.
several standardized survey questionnaires and providing written responses to 2 open-ended questions.

Participants were sent study materials consisting of a stamped outer envelope, a letter of introduction to the study, an informed consent document, a demographic data sheet, study questionnaires, and a self-addressed, stamped return envelope.

Sample

The participants for this study consisted of 107 bereaved adults, 98 (92%) of whom were white, with 59 (55%) reporting an annual family income greater than $50,000. Most (88, 82%) were women, with 49 widows (46%) and 25 mothers (23%) whose sons had died. The most common cause of death was traumatic sudden death, for example, cardiac arrest in 72 cases (67%) followed by accident in 21 cases (20%). Participants reported having some college in 37 cases (35%) or were college graduates in 27 cases (25%). Most participants were Protestant (47, 44%) or Catholic (37, 34%), and 93 (87%) were married at the time of the death. Participants were individuals who provided authorization and/or medical/social history information about the donor, were enrolled in the Donor Family Services Program, and were receiving follow-up support. The participants were offered tissue donation information on the telephone by a tissue donation coordinator trained in the bereavement-centered care philosophy.35 A few participants had also donated organs and were offered donation information in the hospital by organ procurement or hospital staff.

Data Analysis

Content analysis procedures were used for analysis of data from the open-ended questions to derive analytic concepts. Content analysis was chosen in order to use a set of procedures designed to make valid inferences from open-ended, written responses to questions in survey research.34 Analysis of data started with analysis of the presence of conceptually similar properties. These words, phrases, or sentences were coded for similar properties and assigned a concept name. Names of concepts were revised as more fine-grained nuances emerged from data analysis. Memos were generated throughout the data analysis process to maintain an ongoing account of thoughts and insights related to the analysis of data. The data analysis resulted in 4 context concepts and 5 meaning concepts. Consensus coding was used to determine the 9 concepts. Validity was enhanced through confirmation of the concepts and their properties by the authors (N.H., L.S.) who determined that the concepts were derived directly from participants’ data. The final validity check of the data was done by one of the authors (M.C.), who has coordinated after-care programs for donor family members for more than 25 years. The exemplars are direct quotes obtained from the FDMs written responses to the 2 research questions. Names in quotations have been changed to protect the confidentiality of FDMs.

Meaning Making

The purpose of this study was to learn from FDMs how they find meaning in grieving the sudden death of a loved one and simultaneously make meaning of tissue donation. The search for how bereaved individuals make meaning in their lives after the death of a loved one has recently become the focus of bereavement theorists and researchers.33,35

Results for Question 1

Analysis of the question, “If you could ask or tell your dead family members something, what would it be?” revealed 4 concepts: (1) feeling empty, (2) missing and loving, (3) being grateful, and (4) having regrets. (See Table for bereavement concepts and exemplars.)

Feeling Empty. FDMs described the despair they felt as a result of their family member’s death and how his or her absence had left them feeling sad and empty. One participant described this feeling as, “I feel I must go doggedly on, persevering through days that seem flat and dull.” Another participant stated, “The house is so empty, it is like the energy, your energy, was sucked out.” Participants also described feeling a deep sadness as they contemplated future family events in which the loved one’s absence created a void. One mother whose son died stated, “The void from not having you in our lives is enormous and only grows with each new experience I have with my baby.” Another participant symbolized the loss as a physical rending of her body and the loved one’s effect on others, “You left a huge hole in my heart and one among your family, friends, and community.” Another participant concluded “The planet is off kilter without you here.”

Missing and Loving. The second concept exemplifies families’ continuing bonds to their loved one, often written as a simple declaration, “I miss you and I love you.” This professing of love and longing shows the ongoing attachment the family continues to have with the donor. A mother of a newborn infant donor declared “Jason, we miss you more than ever.” Another participant symbolized the loss as a physical rending of her body and the loved one’s effect on others, “You left a huge hole in my heart and one among your family, friends, and community.” Another participant concluded “The planet is off kilter without you here.”

Being Grateful. The third concept, being grateful, describes the family members’ perception of the donor’s positive effect on their life. These memories
were cherished by participants. For example, one person expressed gratitude that the donor had been a positive force in the family member’s life and the lives of others. “He helped me to be and achieve more than I ever thought I could. He helped me to be a better person.” Another person wrote, “I’m so fortunate to have [been] married to you.” Another participant wrote, “You were a joy to love.” Other examples of the family members’ memories of the donors’ positive qualities were, “You left only good memories, and that has helped to make life easier for me and your family and friends,” and “You were a wonderful mother and sister. Because of your guidance, their path may be easier.” One participant expressed gratefulness that extended after death by writing, “Thank you for taking such good care of me before and after death.”

**Having Regrets.** The concept, having regrets, was characterized by a few family members’ comments about missed opportunities that could never be rectified because of the donor’s unanticipated, sudden death. Some family members blamed themselves for failing to tell the donor how much he or she was loved often enough. “I didn’t tell him often enough how special he was and how much I loved him.” Another participant simply wrote, “I am sorry I wasn’t more understanding.”

Some participants regretted that they hadn’t done more for the donor or talked more often to their loved one “I wish I would have known you were going to die. I would have done more for you, talked more to you.” One mother expressed remorse that she hadn’t been kinder and more understanding toward her son throughout his life. “Dear one, I wish I’d known the extent of your suffering, and I wish I would have been more careful with your emotions as a child.”

In summary, findings from question 1 describe the grief that family members were experiencing 6 months after donation. Participants described their sense of emptiness as a result of their family member’s physical absence. They declared their continuing bond to their loved one by confirming their love. They expressed gratefulness for the positive memories of the donor and his or her influence on themselves and others. Some participants had negative memories that were painful as they shared regrets that they had not been kinder, more understanding, and more loving toward the donor.

**Results for Question 2**

Analysis of the question, “What meaning does donating tissue to others have for you?” revealed 5 concepts: (1) fulfilling their family member’s wish, (2) doing the right thing, (3) believing something good came from the death, (4) helping others, and (5) living on through others. (See Table for donation concepts and exemplars.)

**Fulfilling Their Family Member’s Wish.** A first meaning concept was conceptualized as fulfilling the donor’s wish. Participants reported that they agreed to donation as a result of explicit instructions left by the donor or that they presumed that the donor would have agreed to donation had he or she been asked. Participants who were aware of their family member’s wish regarding donation found meaning in fulfilling...
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Discussion

These results provide a framework for understanding how family members grieve and give meaning to their family member’s legacy through donating tissues. To date, most studies pertaining to donor family members have focused on the motivating factors at the time of death that influence the decision that leads to authorizing donation. Fewer studies have investigated grieving family members’ motivations to donate after they have had time to reflect back on the donation decision. Although donation is inextricably entwined with the bereavement process, a comprehensive description of how these 2 phenomena affect the meaning family members give to donation has been notably absent in the literature.

The concepts derived from the question, “If you could ask or tell your loved one something, what would you say?” are as follows:

Believing Something Good Came From the Death. The fourth meaning concept originates from the fact that family members found themselves believing that something good came from the death. It was important to them that out of the tragedy of their loved one’s death something positive had resulted that eased their pain. One participant addressed her son directly by saying, “It was a comfort to me that something good came out of your death.” A father declared that donation made his grief and suffering less difficult to bear, “It helps to make a senseless death less awful.” One mother stated that donating her child’s tissues gave value to her child’s life, “It makes my child’s life worth something.” One father gave meaning to his child’s death by saying, “It only makes sense that such a senseless death benefit someone else.” The most common phrase used to describe believing something good had come from donation was that he or she “did not die in vain.”

Living On. The fifth concept reflects how participants gave meaning to donation by believing that the loved one was living on through the recipient or that a part of the dono-...
would it be?” showed that family members continued feeling empty. Their thoughts and feelings of sadness, emptiness, and a sense of being physically spent characterized the pain and suffering they felt. The despair of experiencing the permanent physical absence of their loved one while simultaneously sensing a continuing existential presence was expressed through their comments of continuing to miss and love him or her. This finding is supported by the missing and loving category, revealing that family members have an ongoing attachment to the deceased. They expressed feeling grateful for the positive memories they had of the donor’s character and personality. They felt gratitude that the donor had been a positive force in the participants’ lives and in the lives of others. A few family members expressed having regrets about perceived commissions or omissions in their relationship with the deceased family member. The concepts of missing and loving and of having regrets have been reported in previous bereavement research.14 These findings represent the context of grieving from which participants addressed the meaning question.

Findings from the question “What is the meaning of donating your family member’s tissues?” showed that for some participants donation meant fulfilling their family member’s wish. Family members were thankful to have had explicit written or verbal instruction from the donor because they did not have to make an independent decision to authorize donation. This finding has previously been reported in the literature.14,19,21,23 Family members who authorized donation without knowledge of the donor’s wish often based their decision on their presumption that if the donor had been asked, he or she would have consented. This finding has also been reported in a parental donation study.39 Some family members reasoned that authorizing donation was simply a matter of doing the right thing. Another finding, believing that something good could come from the death and salvaging something positive out of something so tragic, also motivated family members to choose donation. This finding supports those of Jacob and Klacznski’s research.40

Families attributed the act of donation to wanting to help others by easing the recipient’s pain and suffering. Family members reported on their belief that the loved one or part of the loved one lived on through the recipient and expressed that the sense that the donor continued to live on was comforting. This finding has been reported previously.14,16,39,41 Unique findings from this study show that FDMs are motivated to donate, in part, to continue the donor’s lifetime legacy of caring for others after death.

The literature review of study findings did not provide compelling evidence to settle the question about the degree to which donating tissues helps or hinders the bereavement process. However, participants in this qualitative study expressed feeling comforted by donating their family member’s tissues. Evidence showed that participants were comforted by knowing that (1) they had fulfilled the donor’s wish to donate, (2) they had done the right thing, (3) something good had came from the death, (4) they had helped others, and (5) donation had allowed their loved one or part of their loved one to live on. Researchers in several other qualitative studies have reported that family members gave positive meaning to donation and that agreeing to donation had helped to ease the pain of losing their loved one.12,45

Limitations

Findings and interpretations for this study need to be considered in terms of the following limitations. The data were collected at 6 months after death, and it is possible that participants would have given different responses if data had been collected at a different time point, and data were not reviewed by independent FDMs. However, one of the authors (M.C.) is a donor parent and has been a family donor coordinator for both organ and tissue organizations for more than 25 years. She was involved in all phases of data collection, analysis, and interpretation. Finally, ideally, we would have included a similar size sample of organ donors to identify if uniquely different findings from organ donor FDMs would result.

Conclusion

This study provides a comprehensive framework for understanding the meaning that family members give to grieving and tissue donation 6 months after death. The study confirms the importance to a family about knowing the donation wishes of a loved one so they can honor those wishes at the time of death. Providing this information to the public may be helpful in promoting donor registries.

The study also reinforces the concept that many families believe that their loved one is living on in a recipient. This may or may not be positive and there may be a need for further investigation to determine the impact on the grieving family when an organ fails, a recipient dies, or tissue cannot be used for transplant.

The findings may also help to diminish the concerns of professionals in hospitals or medical examiner/coroner offices that providing families with information on tissue donation at the time of a loved one’s death will have an adverse effect on the bereavement process. Instead, the results may empower the professionals to be more comfortable as they offer family members information and support. The findings may also encourage professionals who work in donation to seek more information and understanding of the responses of grieving families to help provide them with the information and support they need.
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